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During his second trip through Western Europe, Russian Tsar Peter the Great 
(1672‒1725) met the German philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646‒1716) 
shortly before the death of the latter in 1716. Peter was fascinated by Leibniz’s ide-
as and started bringing a new system of education and academic life to Russia. 
Leibniz was deeply interested in the issue of a land connection between Asia and 
America, and discussed it with Peter. After meeting the famous French geographer 
Guillaume Delisle (1675‒1726) in Paris in the same year , the tsar began thinking 
about the usefulness of mapping his country. His encounters with the German and 
French scientists inspired Peter the Great to found the Academy of Sciences in St 
Petersburg and introduce astronomy and geography as scientific disciplines. After 
he returned to his newly founded capital St Petersburg, the tsar started organising 
large-scale expeditions to investigate and map his empire, including Siberia and 
Kamchatka during the First and Second Kamchatka Expeditions.
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Во время своей второй поездки по Западной Европе император Петр Ве-
ликий (1672—1725) встречался с немецким философом Готфридом Виль-
гельмом Лейбницем (1646—1716) незадолго до смерти последнего в 1716 г. 
Петра I вдохновили идеи Лейбница, что способствовало его желанию утвер-
дить новую систему образования и науки в России. Лейбница интересовало 
установление сухопутного сообщения между Азией и Америкой, которое 
он обсуждал с Петром I. После встречи с Гийомом Делилем (1675—1726), 
которая состоялась в том же году в Париже, царь стал размышлять о соз-
дании подробной карты своей страны. Его встречи с немецким и француз-
ским учеными вдохновили Петра на учреждение Академии наук в Санкт-
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Петербурге и придание статуса научных дисциплин в России астрономии 
и географии. По возращении в свою новую столицу Санкт-Петербург царь 
организовал несколько масштабных экспедиций, в том числе Первую и 
Вторую Камчатские экспедиции, целью которых было подробное изучение 
и картографирование всей империи, включая Сибирь и Камчатку.
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Leibniz and Peter the Great
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646‒1716) was one of the most important 
German scientists at the end of the 17th century: he was truly a man of the 
early German ‘enlightenment’, and a universal scientist as well [Schippan, 
2012]. As was typical for the time, he was not only a specialist in the natural 
sciences, but also in social and human disciplines [Hirsch; Poser, 2016]. 
He left such a voluminous oeuvre that the publication of his writings is still 
going on in Germany, despite having started in 1923 [Leibniz, 1923]. 
Leibniz was very curious about different countries and cultures: initially, he 
was particularly interested in Chinese history and culture. In 1689, he stayed 
for some time in Rome and met there the Jesuit pater Grimaldi, previously a 
missionary in Beijing. Leibniz was deeply influenced by this contact and start-
ed an intensive correspondence with Grimaldi and other Jesuits about China. 
Much of this correspondence is in French: it was published recently in a Ger-
man-French edition [Leibniz, 2006]. Leibniz’s interests were not only scientific: 
in his thinking, a strong religious impetus is always noticeable. He understood 
quite well that the Jesuits brought not only Christian belief to China, but also 
Western civilization and that they were welcomed in the Chinese capital much 
more as mathematicians than as missionaries [Keller, S. 394].
In 1697, Leibniz published his famous book about China. In the No-
vissima Sinica, the reader could find the latest news about China’s history 
and politics. However, this year saw a shift in his interests [Leibniz, 1697; 
Das Neueste über China] because in 1697‒1698 Peter I visited Western Eu-
rope for the first time, rousing the attention of the German philosopher 
[Luckscheiter, S. 298].
As Leibniz searched for more and more information about Asia, Rus-
sia, as the state between Europe and Asia, had already entered his field of 
interests, but his attention increased immediately with the arrival of the 
young tsar in Western Europe [Keller, S. 398]. Without a doubt, in Leibniz’s 
thinking Western Europe was the leading centre of civilization in the world: 
today we would characterise it as being truly ‘euro-centric’ [Nitschke, 
S. 93]. The enemy here was the Islamic Ottoman Empire. Leibniz had not 
forgotten that the Ottoman army had been in front of the city walls of Vi-
enna in 1683, so he dreamed of a stronger connection between the different 
Christian countries to protect Europe against Constantinople [Ibid.].
Leibniz saw Russia, an Orthodox but Christian state, as a natural ally of 
Western European countries that could bring Christianity to Asia [Poser, 
2013]. It is worth noting that Leibniz, a Protestant, grossly underestimat-
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ed the importance of the Orthodox Church in Russia. This is why he was 
able to think of Russia as a state where no deeply rooted religion and no 
scientific life existed: thus, he spoke of a ‘tabula rasa’ when he characterized 
Russia [Koпанев]. This he meant in a positive sense, regarding Russia as a 
country were new things could develop without the same mistakes that had 
been made in Europe. In a letter from May 1697, he wrote to an unknown 
acquaintance at the court of Wolfenbuettel:
Je m’en vay luy écrire, que puisque le Czar veut débarbariser son pays, il y 
trouvera Tabulam Rasam comme une nouvelle terre, qu’on veut défricher, les 
Moscovites n’êtant pas encore prévenus en matière de science… [Guerrier, p. 9]1.
This concept of the Russian ‘tabula rasa’, a long-lasting thesis he contin-
ued to write about until 1708, became famous [Koпанев, p. 38]. Of course, 
it is much criticized today, although his contemporaries mostly accepted it 
because knowledge about Russia was very limited at that time [Groh, S. 43]. 
In her recently published article, Christine Roll analyses this reductionist 
vision of Leibniz’s image of Russia very critically. In her view, Leibniz’s un-
derstanding of Russia was much more complex: it is just that he deliberately 
used a few attention-grabbing slogans to get more attention for his thesis 
and for Russia from the Western European public [Roll].
While Leibniz was initially only interested in Russia as a ‘mediator’ be-
tween Europe and China, this changed when Peter I (1672‒1725) came to 
Europe on his first trip [Bayuk, Fedorova, S. 213]. The 52-year-old German 
Protestant scientist was fascinated by the idea of a young tsar travelling in-
cognito through half of Europe. Leibniz tried hard to establish contact with 
Peter, but could only do so through François Lefort, the tsar’s influential 
old friend [Schippan, 2013, S. 138]. A fixed point in Leibniz’s ideas was the 
question of whether there was a land bridge between Asia and America: as 
early as 1697, he sent a detailed plan about his ideas to Lefort in order to 
have them presented to the tsar. Leibniz wrote: 
Pour faire les cartes, il faudroit envoyer des ingénieurs, observer les hauteurs, 
longitudes et variations de l’aimant, reconnoistre les côtes sur tout dans 
le Nordest autant qu’il se peut, pour apprendre si l’Asie est jointe à l’Amérique, 
ou si on peut passer entre eux [Guerrier, part 2, no. 14, p. 19]2.
So, his plans involved much more than the search for a land connection 
between the two continents: he wanted to map the whole area. Meanwhile, 
Leibniz started a correspondence with Nicolaas Witsen (1641‒1717), the 
1 “Let me write to you that the Tsar will ‘debarbarize’ his country, and he will find a ‘tabu-
la rasa’ like a new country, which he will cultivate: the Moscovites are no longer prejudiced 
against the sciences at all...” (Here and then translation of the author). 
2 “To make the maps, he will need to send engineers and make observations of the 
latitudes, longitudes and variations of the magnet in order to investigate the entire coastline 
of the northeast, especially [if one wants] to know if Asia is connected to America and if you 
can pass between them.”
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mayor of Amsterdam and a good friend of Peter I, who was famous for his 
map of Asia and later for his book Noord en Oost Tartarye [Witsen; Keuning]. 
Both scientists informed each other about the Asian part of Russia.
Shortly after the Great Northern War with Sweden started, Leibniz 
remained in contact with the Russian government. Although the young 
Swedish King Charles XII was almost seen as the leader of Protestant Europe 
and was very popular at the beginning of the war (certainly Leibniz had some 
sympathies for him), the philosopher still tried to get more information about 
Russia and establish contact with the tsar [Schippan, 2013, S. 142]. 
At first, the Russian side did not react to Leibniz’s proposals. During the 
early stage of the Great Northern War, Peter I had no time or energy left 
over for Leibniz’s educational projects, but the political situation changed 
completely in 1709 after the Battle at Poltava. Finally, the German scientist 
and Peter I met personally in Torgau 1711 [Ibid., S. 149]. A document about 
their meeting entitled Soderzhanie razgovora Petra Velikogo s Leibnitsem v 
Torgau was found in the materials of the reformer Michail Speransky at 
the Russian National Library: it  contains severe criticism of Russian living 
conditions. This document is very suspicious because Speransky lived at 
the beginning of the 19th century: this begs the question of why such a 
document about Leibniz and Peter I is among his papers. The authenticity 
of this paper has always been questioned, and experts are quite sure that it 
is a forgery [Meзин, с. 118; Koпанев, p. 37; Schippan, 2013, S. 152].
One year later, Peter I and Leibniz stayed together for several weeks in 
Karlsbad, where Peter tried to restore his health [Keller, p. 406]. Meanwhile, 
Leibniz was officially named a consultant of the Russian government and 
began to work on several memoranda for bringing scientific life in Russia. 
His most important plans he presented to Peter I personally in June 1716 
in Bad Pyrmont shortly before his death [Piel, Luber, S. 93]. These included 
the establishment of Western European sciences in Russia via an academy 
of science. In the plans of the German philosopher, this academy should not 
only be for scientists, but should also educate the broader public. In another 
memorandum, Leibniz proposed establishing the so-called ‘Kollegien’ which 
reorganized the Russian state [Keller, S. 404; Schippan, 2013, S. 149]. Finally, 
he stressed again that it would be very valuable to know if there was a land 
connection between Asia and America. In pursuit of this goal, it would be 
beneficial to develop geographical knowledge in Russia [Maier, S. 21‒23]. 
Leibniz wrote: 
Es kann auch durch ordre S. Cz. Mt. aussgefunden warden ob Asien gegen 
Norden zu umbschiffen, oder ob das äusserste Eisscap an Amerika hange, 
welches die Engländer und Holländer durch gefährliche Schiffahrt vergebens 
gesuchet [Guerrier, part 2, doc. 240, р. 360]3.
3 “By the order of His Majesty it could be known if there is an opportunity to sail around 
the northern edge of Asia or if this edge belongs to America, which British and Dutch sailors 
have already tried to find out.”
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Leibniz penned a remarkable letter to his Swiss colleague, the natural 
scientist and geographer Louis Bourguet. Bourguet held the view that 
a land connection between Asia and America must exist because he believed 
in the theory of a worldwide great flood. The letter is from 2 July 1716, 
so Leibniz wrote it shortly after his meeting with Peter I:
Je ne saurois assez admirer la vivacité et le jugement de ce grand Prince. Il 
fait venir des habiles gens de touts côtes, et quand il leur parle, ils en sont tout 
étonnés, tant il leur parle à propos. Il s’informe de tous les arts mécaniques; 
mais sa grande curiosité est pour tout ce qui a du rapport à la navigation; et 
par consequent il aime aussi l’Astronomie et la Géographie. J’espère que nous 
apprendrons par son moyen, si l’Asie est attaché à l’Amérique [Guerrier, part 2, 
doc. 241, p. 360]4.
In the same year, Bourguet wrote a letter to Guillaume Delisle to discuss 
the question of a land connection between both continents. He was so 
obsessed with this theme that he wrote in 1737, 21 years later, another 
letter to Guillaume’s younger brother, Joseph-Nicolas Delisle, on this topic 
[Chabin, 1983, p. 174]. Afterwards, Bourguet published an article about 
his inquiries in the Mercure Suisse, which roused the attention of the 
Swiss geographer Samuel Engel: he later started a controversy about the 
geographical data on Siberia because he distrusted Russian observations 
and publications about the existence of a passage along the Siberian coast 
to America and the size of Siberia [Kuentzel-Witt, S. 162].
While Leibniz was fascinated by the tsar, Peter, for his part, was 
impressed by Leibniz and his ideas. After he returned to Russia, he began 
to install a new system of education and academic life in Russia, as is well 
known [Невская, с. 15; Schippan, 2013, S. 151]. However, Leibniz was not 
his only source of inspiration: Peter’s visit to Paris the following year and his 
encounter with French scientists at the Sorbonne was another influential 
encounter with scientific life in Western Europe that persuaded the Russian 
tsar to establish academic institutions in Russia.
Peter the Great and Guillaume Delisle
For the development of geography in Russia, Guillaume Delisle (or de 
l’Isle) (1675‒1726) was especially important because Peter the Great met 
the famous French geographer during his stay in Paris in 1717 at a special 
session of the Academy in Paris, at which time they discussed Delisle’s maps 
of Russia and Asia from 1706 [Chabin, 1985, p. 569]. Delisle soon became 
the first royal geographer and taught the dauphin geography. 
4 “I can’t admire enough the vivacity and the power of judgement of the grand prince. He 
let all the knowledgeable people of the region come to him, and they were quite astonished 
how he spoke with them. He was informed about all the mechanical sciences, but especially 
navigation rouses his curiosity and consequently astronomy and geography, too. With his 
help, I hope that we will find out if Asia is connected to America.” 
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Guillaume Delisle belonged to a very well recommended family of sci-
entists in France. His father was the historian and geographer Claude Del-
isle (1644‒1720), who himself was very interested in Russia and had estab-
lished relatively close contact with Petr Postnikov, who stayed in Paris as an 
ambassador. Marie-Anne Chabin wrote about this in her dissertation Les 
Français et la Russie dans la première moitié du XVIIIe siècle: La famille Del-
isle et les milieux savants, which was never published, a rather regrettable 
circumstance because we possess few published materials about the Delisle 
family [Chabin, 1983; Isnard; Les Français en Russie].
Guillaume, without question the most able of the surviving four sons of 
Claude Delisle, was educated by the famous geographer Jean-Dominique Cassi-
ni (1625‒1712) (later his younger brother Joseph-Nicolas (1688‒1768) was also 
a student of Cassini) [Chabin, 1985, p. 565]. During the times of Nicolas Sanson 
and Cassini, France was the centre of cartography and the map trade in Europe.
Guillaume Delisle was very productive: he mapped the whole world, 
despite never leaving Paris for other countries. He developed a new style 
of geography called ‘positive geography’. Mary Sponberg Pedley has char-
acterized this new method in the following terms: “Guillaume Delisle 
(1675‒1726), who was himself a student of Jean Dominique Cassini, mas-
tered the techniques of ‘positive geography,’ extending Sanson’s approach by 
gathering and analysing all information – cartographic and literary – about 
a region. Working together with his father, Guillaume Delisle spectacularly 
changed the image of the world for the French public through his maps: 
The Mediterranean shrank by 300 leagues in breadth; the Atlantic and Indi-
an Oceans were equally reduced and the Pacific greatly enlarged. In North 
America the familiar shape of California as an island now was transformed 
into a peninsula. Delisle’s maps marked what Vaugondy and many after 
him called ‘the reform of cartography’” [Pedley Sponberg, p. 19].
Delisle is still very well known for his maps of America [Dawson, p. 65], 
but his map of the European part of Russia and the Carte de Tartarie, both 
from 1706, were of particular interest to the tsar. Delisle’s map of Euro-
pean Russia, the so-called La carte de Moscovie, had been a great success, 
which may be why Peter I wanted to meet Delisle personally [Chabin, 1983, 
p. 237]. The discussion between tsar and geographer seems to have been 
lively. Giulia Cecere has written that Peter corrected the latitude of St Pe-
tersburg on Delisle’s map of Russia [Cecere, p. 130]. The tsar also made 
some corrections and annotations to the map of Asia and ordered a map 
of the Caspian Sea from Delisle. The Caspian Sea was a special project for 
Peter I. He had been interested in the area since 1699 and its mapping con-
tinued until his death in 1725 [Shaw, p. 164]. The two men also debated the 
frontiers of Russia in Asia and the Pacific coastline, afterwards promising to 
keep in contact and exchange information [Chabin, 1985, p. 568]. 
In the scientific journal Acta Eruditorum, a report of Peter’s visit in Paris 
was published, thus demonstrating how important this was for the scien-
tific community. It is especially mentioned that the tsar corrected Delisle’s 
maps [Acta Eruditorum, p. 507].














































Like Leibniz, Delisle was influenced by the older map made by Nico-
laas Witsen, who spent several months in 1665 in Moscow accompanying 
Jacob Borel, the ambassador of the Netherlands in Russia. Witsen was not 
allowed to leave the city, but he met Tatars, Samoyeds and other Siberian 
peoples: after his trip, he collected other materials from Asia, mostly from 
Jesuits [Keuning, S. 95]. He published his famous map in 1687.
On Witsen’s map, there is no Kamchatka Peninsula: nor is it present on 
Guillaume Delisle’s map of “Tartarie”. The coastline on the Asian side was 
left open, a sign of just how unclear the geography of the northern part of 
Asia was in 1706. The whole Russian Artic coastline is almost completely 
wrong: even the stretch from Novaja Zemlja to the Kara Sea is only a sketch 
because geographers were still uncertain if it was an island or a peninsula. 
The most remarkable thing is that the whole Asian part of the map looks 
as if it has been contracted and crowded together, while Eastern Siberia 
appears much larger. 
These maps Peter the Great corrected, but it is unlikely that he was well-
enough informed to correct the general error about the length of the Asian 
continent (at least, such a criticism from his side is absent in the reports). 
However, he understood quite well how rudimentary Western European 
and Russian knowledge about his empire, especially Siberia, was. 
So, after returning to Russia, Peter sent two geodesists, Ivan M. Evreinov 
and Fedor F. Luzhin, to Kamchatka to map the peninsula and the nearest 
Kuril Islands in 1719 [Dahlmann, S. 112]. Marie-Anne Chabin stresses that 
even the names ‘Kamchatka’ and ‘Siberia’ were only established in France 
after Peter’s visit: beforehand, ‘la Sibérie’ was called ‘Tartarie’ or ‘La Tartarie 
septentrionale’, while Kamchatka was either entirely unknown or referred to 
as ‘Kamzat’ [Chabin, 1985, p. 239]. 
On Delisle’s map of this region,  an island called Terre d’Eso ou d’Yeço 
is marked to the east of the Amur basin. In older maps by Nicolas Sanson, 
for example, Yeço or Jeso looked as if it was as large as a whole continent, 
so Delisle minimized it [Carte des Tartarie]. It took several years for Jeso to 
disappear from French maps because in reality it was the Japanese island 
of Hokkaido.
Guillaume Delisle’s map of Asia, published in 1722 after the meeting with 
Peter I, shows some important differences in comparison with the earlier 
map. The Asian continent looks much larger, Kamchatka as a peninsula is 
visible, and the Kuril Islands and Sakhalin Island have been sketched in. 
The form of Novaja Zemlja is more realistic, but the coastline of the Kara 
Sea is only outlined. The geography of Cape Dezhnev remained entirely 
unknown: only the small part above the eastern edge is illustrated. When 
the maps of 1706 and 1722 are compared, the progress is undeniable (Il. 2). 
However, despite Delisle’s map of Asia, a heavy dispute between French 
geographers about the correct placement of Kamchatka broke out some 
years later. It is quite astonishing that Guillaume Delisle’s map did not play 
an important role in this debate [Verdier, p. 119].













































*  *  *
In conclusion, it must be noted that the encounters with the German and 
French scientists inspired Peter the Great to found the Academy of Sciences in 
St Petersburg and establish astronomy and geography as academic disciplines 
in Russia. The tsar had already founded in 1701 a school of mathematics 
and navigation led by Farquharson, where many  geodesists were educated, 
but after Leibniz’s memoranda and his contact with the French Academy of 
Science and the Sorbonne, Peter became even more interested in founding 
scientific institutions. A lot of the schools he opened concentrated on practical 
knowledge, but Peter’s ideas became more ‘academic’ after his last trip to 
Europe. Interestingly, before the time of Peter I the word ‘geography’ was 
unknown in Russia: the older Russian term was ‘zemleopisanie’, but during 
his reign ‘geografija’ was introduced. This change in terminology helps to 
explain how different the status and understanding of ‘geography’ became in 
Russia during Peter’s rule [Shaw, p. 173].
After the tsar returned to his new capital of St Petersburg, he started to 
organise several expeditions to investigate and map Siberia and Kamchatka. 
Shortly before his death, he established the First Kamchatka Expedition, 
which lasted from 1725 to 1730 [Dahlmann, S. 115‒118]. In 1721, Peter 
the Great invited Guillaume Delisle via Schumacher to come to Russia and 
work there, but the geographer declined his offer: his younger brother, 
Joseph-Nicolas Delisle (1688‒1768), went instead [Chabin, 1985, p. 568]. In 
1725, Joseph-Nicolas left Paris together with his other brother Louis Delisle 
de la Croyère (1687?‒1741) and opened an observatory in St Petersburg. 
Meanwhile, Guillaume Delisle died unexpectedly in Paris in 1726: 
Philippe Buache, his son in law, continued his business. Joseph-Nicolas 
Delisle became one of the first professors at the Academy of Sciences and 
published the first Russian atlas together with Ivan Kirilov in 1745, although 
it is well known that their cooperation was not without its difficulties. 
So, the Delisles remained important for the development of geography in 
Russia: in 1735, for example, Joseph-Nicolas was installed at the Academy’s 
department of geography.
Without question, Guillaume Delisle’s influence on his younger brother 
Joseph-Nicolas was great. The latter drew a map of the North Pacific based on 
the studies of his famous brother: it was this map that Bering and Chirikov 
took with them on the Second Kamchatka Expedition, accompanied by 
Louis Delisle de la Croyère as an astronomer. Joseph-Nicolas Delisle’s map 
shows three large islands (“Jeso”, “Compagnieland” (or Staten Island) and 
“da Gama-Land”) which did not exist in this form [Aндреев; Breitfuss; 
Lagarde]. Bering wanted to reach them and so set his course too far to the 
south: instead of 1,400 sea miles, the distance to the passage was actually 
3,500. This error made him lose too much time [Breitfuss, p. 92].
Because of this map and his behaviour after he left St Petersburg, 
Joseph-Nicolas Delisle is still one of the most controversial scientists of the 
18th century. His report and letters from his trip to Berezov in 1740 were 
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published in Russian for the first time in 2008 [Материалы экспедиции 
Ж.-Н. Делиля, с. 26]. He has recently been the subject of a heated debate 
between French and Russian colleagues, with the latter accusing Delisle of 
taking many Russian maps illegally to France [Гузарова; Гузевич Д., Гузе-
вич И.]. This debate shows clearly how differently the historical heritage of 
this period is perceived in Russia and Western Europe: evidently, there are 
lots of points still worthy of discussion. From my point of view, the influence 
of Joseph-Nicolas Delisle for the development of geographical science in 
Russia should not be forgotten, regardless of the ongoing discussion over 
whether he was a spy. Here I have concentrated on the encounters of Peter 
the Great with Leibniz and Guillaume Delisle and how important they 
were for the development of geographical knowledge in Russia because, 
in Germany at least, the influence of Delisle is underestimated.
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